Reversal of potassium channel deficiency in cells from failing hearts by adenoviral gene transfer: a prototype for gene therapy for disorders of cardiac excitability and contractility.
Heart failure is a common, often lethal disorder in which conventional pharmacologic strategies have achieved limited success. Failing hearts exhibit a delay of electrical repolarization which predisposes to fatal arrhythmias. To explore the feasibility of gene therapy for this condition, we isolated myocytes from normal and failing dog hearts and quantified electrophysiologic and contractile parameters in primary culture. Action potentials were prolonged in failing cells as a result of diminished potassium currents. Exposure to AdShK, an adenovirus that overexpresses potassium channels, reversed the action potential prolongation of failing cells. The precise phenotype varied as a function of the density of expressed channels; modest increases in potassium current sufficed to mimic the non-diseased state most faithfully, while more robust expression of the transgene excessively abbreviated excitation and contraction. Our results demonstrate that viral gene transfer can modify the electrical properties of adult mammalian heart cells in a manner appropriate to reverse a fundamental disorder of excitability. Realistic application of this form of therapy will need to include a sensitive mechanism for control of the level and distribution of transgene expression.